
                                                                                                                           1st January 2016 

Dear Cygnet Parents, 

I hope you all had a great Christmas holiday and I wish you all a Happy New year! Our inspiration 

for this half term is ’Best-loved stories’. Cygnet class are great planners and have already given 

me a list of ideas for ‘learning zones’ in the classroom including a castle, a fairy tale reading 

corner and story trays to  

include Mike the Knight and Frozen! 

Personal Social and Emotional development… Across all our learning the children are 

encouraged to develop their skills as ‘powerful learners’; learning to collaborate, taking turns and 

sharing fairly, learning by imitation  showing they can persevere with a particular task and talk 

about and reflect on their learning. 

Physical Development...Through building with construction toys children will develop control 

and coordination whilst also having the opportunity to work in an imaginative way. By playing 

whole group games they will become aware of the restrictions of space and the needs of others. 

Communication and Language To provide the opportunity for children to re tell and recount 

events in order, to promote their confidence in storytelling, focus their listening skills and 

enrich their vocabulary. The class texts will incorporate nursery rhymes including ‘The Queen of 

Hearts’) and traditional fairy stories (‘Cinderella’ and ‘Sleeping Beauty’). Our role play ’castle’ will 

encourage imaginative play, language development and opportunities for emergent writing. They 

will read individually, in groups and as a class  

and continue to use and apply phonics skills to support reading and writing. 

Literacy...To focus on using phonic knowledge to support both reading and writing. 

Mathematical Development...Within our topic there will be many opportunities for the children 

to  

count, match, compare and make patterns. Through practical activities the children will focus 

their understanding of numbers, showing an awareness of number operations including addition 

and subtraction. 

Understanding of the World...Finding out about past and present events, looking closely at 

similarities and differences and begin to ask questions about why things happen and how things 

work. Using ICT to support learning across the seven areas. ICT not only includes using the wide 

selection of software in school but also accessing excellent websites to support learning and 

opportunities to use the ‘talking postcards, flip cams and the interactive whiteboard. 

Expressive Arts and Design Exploring colour, texture, shape and space in two and three 

dimensions. Stories and games throughout the topic provide a key stimulus for listening, looking 

and responding. 

There will  be opportunities for the children to work with paint, chalk, collage, play dough and 

natural materials.        Reminders... 

Throughout the week the children will take part in a wide range of activities to suit all learning  

styles. Some will be recorded for you to see at ‘Look-and-Share’ but do talk to your child about 

their learning, they can tell you so much more!   

Your support and interest is invaluable to your child’s learning. 

Monday:- NOMA packs returned  Forest schools (AM)  25/1, 1/2, 8/2 ( after half term 
29/2,7/3,14/3) 
Tuesday:- P.E with Mrs  Pettman/French (Madam Bush) 

Wednesday:- P.E with Mrs Eldridge/French (Madam Bush) 

Thursday:-P.M. Mrs Chappell 

Friday:-’Celebration Assembly’ time to celebrate fantastic learning/birthdays/Library exchange 

Mrs Napper’s days  this term are 8/1, 11/1, 22/1, 25/1, 5/2, 8/2, 11/3, 14/3 

REMEMBER to send me ‘WOW! Moments’ using the class email…….cygnetsnayland@hotmail.co.uk   

Many thanks for your continued support                                                                 Ginny Day  



  

 


